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Our stays

For the optional transfer service, please see the document “How to get to FIL”
http://fil-ado.com/pdf/Transferts/FIL%20Transfer%20service.pdf

Multi-activities : 
     *Same as FIL Immersion
+ 2 days excursion at the Mediterranean coast
+ Wakeboard/Aquajump
+ Visit Perpignan and Collioure   

FIL Intense
14 days: 1580 €

+ 100 € Scuba diving introduction :

French workshops = 27H 

 A half day discovering underwater
the natural marine reserve of
Banyuls. Beginners allowed. 

all inclusive

French Immersion Holidays: Ages 11 to 17 years old

Transfer service additional
from Perpignan, Barcelona

and Paris: see the document
"How to get to FIL".

2 optional activities
for the 2 programmes :

 
*Horse riding + 120€ A day of
riding in the mountains.
Experience preferred.

*Intensive horse riding + 520€ 
4 days of horse riding discovering
the surrounding + 3 nights in a tipi
and cottage 
          

July 20th to 30th
(11 days)

August 1st to 14th
(14 days)

Multi-activities : 
*Canyoning                         *Kayak
*Tree top park adventure   *Hiking
*1 day at the Mediterranean coast 
*Swimming pool   *City tours, culture

FIL Immersion 

11 days : 1380 €

French workshops = 21H 
all inclusive

FIL PROGRAMMES: IntenseImmersion

French Summer camp in France: full board & accommodation at our center « Domaine Le Noell », a
lot of activities & excursions, original French lessons in small groups, 24/7 supervision by the FIL team. 

All of our programmes are recognized for their high quality by the Label Qualité FLE.

DATES SUMMER 2023:
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- by post to:
FIL - Français Immersion Loisirs

           Domaine Le Noell
         66260 Saint Laurent de Cerdans
         FRANCE

- or by e-mail : registration@fil-ado.com

The deposit or the full amount to reserve the place before
then the balance to be paid by                   by bank transfer:

Registration Form to be completed and signed: by the participant and the responsible person

Medical Form to be completed on line and signed: http://fil-ado.com/pdf/Medical/M%C3%A9dical_FIL_ENG%20-.pdf

+ medical prescriptions of any medicines carried by the child, even if it is paracetamol, ibuprofene or topical

applications (legal obligation)

A copy of the participant’s vaccine card or a medical certificate attesting that the
vaccines are up to date (legal obligation for Diphtheria, Tetanus & Polio)

Swimming certificate authorized by a professional (e.g Swimming Instructor), obligatory for all watersports
(legal obligation)

A copy of the participant's proof of ID (legal obligation)

2 passport sized photographs

Arrival / departure details = please send this to us ASAP.
We can help you to choose the best way to travel to FIL

Optional activities: if Scubadiving (medical + parental form) and if horse backriding (level)

IBAN
  Compte N° 08013398453      Français Immersion Loisirs
  Bank: CREDIT COOPERATIF,  10 BLD SVOB 56105 Lorient FRANCE
  IBAN : FR76 4255 9100 0008 0133 9845 307    SWIFT: CCOPFRPP
   Please mention on the transer order:

 (Any bank charges will be due to the client.)

to be check with
FIL#

List of documents to be sent
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BOOKING
- Please send us your pre-registration form: fill it in online through our website or download it. Return this form to our central booking office (see
contacts below). After completing the pre-registration form, you will receive the registration pack  by email.
- Your registration will be recorded and valid as soon as receive the deposit (see the amount on the order-form).
- Several days before the beginning of the stay you will receive all the practical informations.
-The full payment of the balance must be paid 30 days before the beginning of the stay. (if you register within the month before the the stay, you are
required to pay the whole amount of the stay.
- Any bank charges incurred are due to the client.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
- The number of participants per programme is limited.
- FIL has the right to cancel a stay or refuse a registration. In that case, FIL will reimburse you from the amount of money already received.
- If for reasons beyond our control, an activity cannot be performed, FIL reserves the right to cancel or replace it with a comparable activity.
- FIL declines any responsibility or liabilities for a loss or forgotten items even for valuables ( smartphones, speakers, money, jewellery, etc.)
- It is forbidden to bring laptops, tablets... If the participant brings one of those items for use during the journey, the item must be left at the Director's
office during the stay.
- It may be necessary to regulate the use of mobile phones during the stay for the good of the participant and the group.
- You must provide all the necessary items specified on the “list of documents to be sent” in order to provide FIL with all that is required to ensure
the proper monitoring of each participant at least 30 days before the stay.
-Health: You must provide a Drs prescription for all medicines which are then for personal use only as prescribed. In no instance can a participant
give any of their personally prescribed medicines to anyone else.
- The participant will be responsible for complying with the security regulations, the regulations governing the obtaining of a visa, and the health
regulations required to enter and stay in France. Under no circumstances will FIL be held liable for any notice of refusal to enter or stay in France
given to a participant. Information relating to the regulations governing security, health and obtaining a visa can be obtained from the French
Embassy or Consulate in the participant’s home country. No reimbursement will be made, either in full or in part, in the event that a participant is
refused permission to enter or stay in France by his/her own fault. FIL will provide a letter of invitation for the visa application following receipt of
the payment in full for the language course.

PARTICIPANT’S COMMITMENT
-The participant commits to :
1. express himself / herself in French;
2. contribute to the good atmosphere of the group;
3. following the instructions and respecting the persons, the animals the equipment;
4. use connected devices reasonably and view only age-appropriate content; no showing other participants content that is not of their age.
5. respecting the integrity and privacy of others and always adhere to the principle of consent;
6. no smoking without parental permission;
7. no possession, consumation, sale or puchase of alcoholic beverages or drugs.
In case of non-compliance with these rules, FIL has the right to send the participant home at his parents / responsible persons expense.

TERMS OF CANCELLATION
In case of cancellation from your side, you will owe FIL :
    - If you need to cancel more than 60 days before the beginning of the stay: you will owe FIL  60 Euros for administrative costs
    - If you need to cancel between 30 and 59 days before the beginning of the stay: you will owe FIL the advance payment of 400 Euros per stay
    - If you need to cancel from 29 days before the beginning of the stay: you will owe FIL the entire amount
    - Any stay interrupted or altered during your stay at FIL will not give rise to any refund. The return transport is the responsibility of the family.
    - A cancellation must be made in writing (email, fax or by post)
    - If you arrange for an alternative person to take your place you will not have to pay any cancellation fee.
 FIL highly recommends you subscribe to a travel insurance that covers cancellation of the stay.

INSURANCE
For its participants and the FIL team, FIL has subscribed to a liability insurance (third party damage) which can cover some expenses in result of an
accident which happened during the stay but will not replace in any case your personal medical / travel insurance. Our insurance does not include
the risk of lost and damaged baggage either. FIL highly recommends you subscribe to a personal worldwide travel insurance protection in order to
cover treatment expenses which result from accident or disease which occurs during the stay, eventual compensations in case of cancellation or
early return back home.
FIL will not reimburse activities the participant could have missed during his stay (for medical reason or other).

PRIVACY POLICIES
FIL - Français Immersion Loisirs, reserves the right to use pictures taken during the stays for its publications. The customers can let us know by any
written way-until the end of the stay- if they disagree with the publication of pictures on which they appear.
The gathered information is used for internal computer treatment meant for subscriptions and for the organisation of the language course. Only the
administrative staff and the teachers of FIL - Français Immersion Loisirs (Non-Profit Organizations Law of 1901) have access to this information.
According to the European law "Information Technology and Liberties" - n°2018-493 June the 20th 2018 - you have the right of access, rectification,
deletion, opposition and modification of the information which concerns you. If you want to use your right and obtain communication of this
information, please contact FIL - Français Immersion Loisirs, Domaine Le Noell 66260 Saint Laurent de Cerdans, France.

 GÉNÉRAL CONDITIONS
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City

Height (cm)

Orale expression

Written expression

Weight (kg)

Family name

First name

Date of birth

Address

Address line 2

Postcode

Country

Participant

First language

Cellphone

Orale comprehension

Written comprehension

CEFR level

Level in French

Similar language camp at

Similar language camp date

How did you hear about FIL

Programme 21h French +Specific Activities

How will he/she travel?

Date of camp

Code of camp

References

E-mail

Registration form for a French language holiday

Gender

Optional activity If horse back riding tell us your level :
Beginner - Intermediate - Advanced
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*Document to be sent
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As part of our stays, we offer the participants the option to take back home the contact details of his/her friends from their group.
If you do not agree to this please tick the box bellow:

O  I do not authorise FIL to give my son/ daughter's contact details (name, address, e-mail to his/her group friends).

Responsible person

Family name

First name

Landline number

Fax number

Contact language

Remarks

Responsible person

Cellphone

AGREEMENT AND SIGNATURE

We hereby declare we have read and agree with the order form received. The full balance will
be paid at the latest 30 (thirty) days before the start of the camp.

We have attentively read the general conditions and we are in agreement with all the elements
mentioned. We confirm the inscription of

Date :                                                Place:

Responsible person:

Signature  :  ....................................................................

Participant:

Signature  :  ....................................................................

Parents email
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***compulsory***
to practice any watersports (kayaking, canyoning, wakeboarding, aquajumping)

Your child is registered for a stay at our language camp FIL. He/she will participate in out-door activities
including watersports. According to the French law you need to procure a certifcate called «PREVIOUS
TEST FOR NAUTICAL AND AQUATIC ACTIVITIES IN A SUMMER CAMP» delivered by a swimming
instructor (school / swimming-pool).

Or you can enclose an equivalent swimming certificate demonstrating the participant’s ability to swim
25 meters.

In case this certifcate is not received, FIL and its partners will refuse your child participation in all our
watersports.

SWIMMING CERTIFICATE
(to be completed by a swimming instructor)

I undersigned........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Swimming Instructor at...................................................................................................................................... (city+country)

testify that ............................................................................................................................. (child's Last name+first name)

born on   ....................................................................................................................(date of birth DD/MM/YYYY)

Can swim 25 meters distance and pass under a non straight line without showing any signs
of panic.
This test has been conducted in a 1.8 meter deep pool and the participant has also proven
they can jump in a voluntary back drop, a jump or a dive without a life-jacket.

Date :                                       Signature :

Stamp

SWIMMING CERTIFICATE
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We ask you to firstly read the online doccument “How to get to FIL” regarding our transfer services and
please contact us prior to booking your tickets: http://fil-ado.com/pdf/Transferts/FIL%20Transfer%20service.pdf

Participant's name  .............................................................................................

°   ARRIVAL on                                      :

□ by car with family / friends (between 16h and 18h).
□ by train with FIL from: Paris Gare du Nord (12h) / Paris Gare de Lyon (13h), (+130€).
□ by train alone arriving at Perpignan (20h), (+45€).
□ by plane at Barcelona airport (landing between 13h and 15h), (+70€).
 - please indicate if you have booked the transport company service for an Unaccompanied Minor (UM)

□ YES (We will then send you the ID of the person who will pick-up your child)  □ NO

Arrival time: .................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Flight / Train number: .........................................................................................................................................................................................
From/To: ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
If plane: Airline: ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
and the arrival’s terminal hall (FIL prefers the Terminal 1 at Barcelona) : ....................................................................

°   DEPARTURE on                                       :

□ by car with family / friends (between 9h and 11h).
□ by train with FIL to: Paris Gare de Lyon at 15:53 on the platform  / Paris Gare du Nord (between 17h and 18h),
(+130€).
□ by train alone leaving from Perpignan railway station (at 10:15), (+45€).
□ by plane from Barcelona airport (take off between 13h and 15h), (+70€).
 - please indicate if you have booked the transport company service for Unaccompanied Minor (UM)

□ YES (+50 Euros)                 □ NO

Departure time: ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Flight / Train number: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................
Airline: .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
From/To: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

If plane: Airline: .................................................................................................................................................................................................................
and the departure’s terminal hall (FIL prefers the Terminal 1 at Barcelona) : ..................................................................

NB : According to the schedules, you will benefit from the group or the individual transfer prices.

*Document to be sent
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Arrival / departure details
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